Here are some encouraging Bible verses and phrases in Tigrinya for writing your letter.

Job 13:15
Though he slay me, yet will I hope in him; I will surely defend my ways to his face.

ኢዮብ 13:15
ሓንትስ ኣኻይዳይ ኣብ ቅድሚኡ ኤቕንዕ እምበር፡ ንሱ ይቕተለኒ፡ ኣነስ ካልእ ትጽቢት የብለይን።
Psalms 23:4
Even though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil, for you are
with me; your rod and your staff, they comfort me.

ዳዊት 23:4
በትርኻን ምርኵስካን የጸናንዓኒ እዩ፣ ንስኻ ምሳይ ኢኻ እሞ፣ ብርባርባ ድነ ሞት እኳ እንተ ኸድኩ፣
ክፉእ ኣይፈርህን እየ።
Psalms 37:3
Trust in the LORD and do good; dwell in the land and enjoy safe pasture.

ዳዊት 37:3
ብእግዚኣብሄር ተማዕቈብ፣ ሰናይ ድማ ግበር ኣብታ ሃገር ተቐመጥ፣ እምነት ከኣ ድለ።
Psalms 37:4
Delight yourself in the LORD and he will give you the desires of your heart.

ዳዊት 37:4
ብእግዚኣብሄርውን ተሐጐስ፣ ልብኻ ዚደልዮ ንሱ ኺህበካ እዩ።
Psalms 37:7
Be still before the LORD and wait patiently for him; do not fret when men succeed in their
ways, when they carry out their wicked schemes.

ዳዊት 37:7
ንእግዚኣብሄር ሀዲእካ ተጸበዮ፣ በቲ ብመገዱ ዚሰልጠሉ፣ በቲ ሕሱም ሃቐና ዚፍጽም ሰብ
ኣይትዀሪ።
Psalms 40:8
I desire to do your will, O my God; your law is within my heart.

ዳዊት 40:8
ሽዑ፣ እኔኹ መጻእኩ፣ ኣብቲ ጥቕሉል መጽሓፍ ስለይ ተጽሒፉ ኣሎ። ኣምላኸየ፣ ፍቓድካ ንምግባር
ባህጊ ኣሎኒ፣ ሕግኻውን ኣብ ውሽጢ ልበይ እዩ፣ በልኩ።

Proverbs 3:5
Trust in the LORD with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding

ምሳሌ 3:5
ብምሉእ ልብኻ ብእግዚኣብሄር ተኣመን፡ ኣብ ልቦናኻ ኣይትጸጋዕ።
John 14:1
Do not let your hearts be troubled. Trust in God; trust also in me.

ወ. ዮሐንስ 14:1
ልብኹም ኣይሸበር። ብኣምላኽ እመኑ ብኣይውን እመኑ።
Romans 8:18
I consider that our present sufferings are not worth comparing with the glory that will be
revealed in us.

ሮሜ 8:18
ሃረርታ ፍጥረት ነቲ ምግላጽ ደቂ ኣምላኽ ይጽበዮ ኣሎ እሞ፡ ከምኡ ኸኣ ኣነ ንስቓይ እዚ ዘመንዚ
ነቲ ኣባና ኺግለጽ ዚመጽእ ዘሎ ኽብሪ ኸም ዘይመዓራረዮ፡ እኣምን ኣሎኹ።
Romans 8:28
And we know that in all things God works for the good of those who love him, who have
been called according to his purpose.

ሮሜ 8: 28
ነቶም ንኣምላኽ ዜፍቅሩ፡ ከም ምኽሩውን እተጸውዑ ግና ኵሉ ንሰናዮም ከም ዚድግፎም፡ ንፈልጥ
ኢና።
Philippians 1:21
For to me, to live is Christ and to die is gain.

ፊሊጲ1:21
ንኣይ ህይወተይ ክርስቶስ እዩ፡ ሙማተይውን ረብሓይ እዩ እሞ።
Hebrews 12:2
fixing our eyes on Jesus, the pioneer and perfecter of faith. For the joy set before him he
endured the cross, scorning its shame, and sat down at the right hand of the throne of God.

ዕብራውያን 12:2
ናብቲ፡ ሕፍረት ንዒቑ፡ ስለቲ ኣብ ቅድሚኡ ዘሎ ሓጐስ ኢሉ መስቀል እተዓገሰ ኣብ የማን ኣምላኽ
እተቐመጠን ጀማር እምነትናን ደምዳሚኣን የሱስ ንጠምት።

Romans 8:35
Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? Shall trouble or hardship or persecution or
famine or nakedness or danger or sword?

ሮሜ 8:35
ካብታ ፍቕሪ ክርስቶስ ዚፈልየና መን እዩ፧ ከመዮ፡ ምእንታኻ ምሉእ መዓልቲ ንቕተል ኣሎና፡ ከም
ኣባጊዕ ማሕረዲውን ተቘጸርና፡ ዚብል ጽሑፍ ዘሎ፡ ጭንቀትዶ፡ ጸበባዶ፡ ስደትዶ፡ ጥሜትዶ፡
ዕርቃንዶ፡ ፍርሂዶ ወይስ ሰይፊ፧
Romans 12:1
Therefore, I urge you, brothers, in view of God's mercy, to offer your bodies as living sacrifices,
holy and pleasing to God--this is your spiritual act of worship.

ሮሜ 12:1
እምብኣርሲ ኣሕዋተየ፡ ንስጋኹም ህያውን ቅዱስን ንኣምላኽ ባህ ዜብልን መስዋእቲ ጌርኩም
ከተቕርብዎ፡ ብምሕረት ኣምላኽ ኣምዕደኩም ኣሎኹ፡ እዚ ማለት እቲ ናይ ኣእምሮ መንፈሳዊ
ኣገልግሎትኩም እዩ።
2 Corinthians 1:9
Indeed, in our hearts we felt the sentence of death. But this happened that we might not rely
on ourselves but on God, who raises the dead.

2ይ ቆሮንቶስ 1:9
ኣብቲ ንምዉታት ዜተንስእ ኣምላኽ እምበር፡ ኣብ ገዛእ ርእስና ምእንቲ ኸይንውከልሲ፡ ሞት ከም
እተፈርደና ኣብ ውሽጥና ይስምዓና ነይሩ።
2 Corinthians 4:16-17
Therefore we do not lose heart. Though outwardly we are wasting away, yet inwardly we are
being renewed day by day. For our light and momentary troubles are achieving for us an
eternal glory that far outweighs them all.

2ይ ቆሮንቶስ 4:16-17
እቲ ሽዓ ዚሐልፍን ቀሊልን ጸበባና ማእለያ ዜብሉ ብሉጽ ናይ ዘለኣለም ምሉእ ረዚን ክብሪ
የዳልወልና እዩ እሞ፡ እቲ ናይ ወጻኢ ሰብና እንተ በስበሰ እኳ፡ እቲ ውሽጥና ኣብ ጸጽባሕ ይሕደስ
ኣሎ፡ ስለዚ ኣይንሕለልን ኢና።
Philippians 1:29-30
For it has been granted to you on behalf of Christ not only to believe on him, but also to
suffer for him, since you are going through the same struggle you saw I had, and now hear
that I still have.

ፊሊጲ 1:29-30

እቲ ኣባይ ዝርኤኹምዎ ሕጂውን ኣባይ እትሰምዕዎ ዘሎኹም ገድሊ፡ ከምኡ ዝበለ እናበጽሓኩም፡
ሳላ ክርስቶስ ምእንታኡ መከራ ድማ ክትጸግቡ እምበር፡ ብእኡ ኽትኣምኑ ጥራይ ኣይኰነን ጸጋ
ተውሂብኩም ዘሎ።
Hebrews 12:2
Let us fix our eyes on Jesus, the author and perfecter of our faith, who for the joy set before
him endured the cross, scorning its shame, and sat down at the right hand of the throne of
God.

ዕብራውያን 12:2
ናብቲ፡ ሕፍረት ንዒቑ፡ ስለቲ ኣብ ቅድሚኡ ዘሎ ሓጐስ ኢሉ መስቀል እተዓገሰ ኣብ የማን ኣምላኽ
እተቐመጠን ጀማር እምነትናን ደምዳሚኣን የሱስ ንጠምት።
James 1:2
Consider it pure joy, my brothers, whenever you face trials of many kinds,

ያዕቆብ 1:2
ኣሕዋተየ፡ በበይኑ ዝዀነ ፈተና እንተ በጽሓኩም፡ ንዅሉ ኸም ሓጐስ ቍጸርዎ።
1 Peter 4:12
Dear friends, do not be surprised at the painful trial you are suffering, as though something
strange were happening to you.

1ይ ጴጥሮስ 4:12
ኣቱም ፍቁራተይ፡ በቲ ንምፍታን ዚረኽበኩም ዘሎ ዋዒ ሓዊ፡ ሓደ ሓድሽ ነገር ከም ዝበጽሓኩም
ኴንኩም፡ ኣይትገረሙ።
James 1:12
Blessed is the man who perseveres under trial, because when he has stood the test, he will
receive the crown of life that God has promised to those who love him.

ያዕቆብ 1:12
ተፈቲኑ ምስ ወጸ፡ ነቲ እግዚኣብሄር ነቶም ዜፍቅርዎ ዘተስፈዎም ኣኽሊል ህይወት ኪቕበል እዩ እሞ፡
እቲ ብፈተና ዚዕገስ ሰብኣይ ብጹእ እዩ።
1 Peter 1:6-7
In this you greatly rejoice, though now for a little while you may have had to suffer grief in all
kinds of trials. These have come so that the proven genuineness of your faith—of greater
worth than gold, which perishes even though refined by fire—may result in praise, glory and
honor when Jesus Christ is revealed.

1ይ ጴጥሮስ 1:6-7

እቲ ምፍታን እምነትኩም ብምግሃድ የሱስ ክርስቶስ ንምስጋናን ስብሓትን ክብርን ብሓዊ ኻብ
ዚዅላዕ ንሓላፊ ወርቂ ኣዝዩ ኸቢሩ ምእንቲ ኺርከብ፡ እንተ ኣድለየስ፡ ሕጂ ብብዙሕ ዝዓይነቱ ፈተና
ምስ ጕሄኹም፡ ብእኡ ኽትሕጐሱ ኢኹም።
1 Peter 4:13
But rejoice that you participate in the sufferings of Christ, so that you may be overjoyed when
his glory is revealed.

1ይ ጴጥሮስ 4:13
ብምግላጽ ግርማኡ ድማ ክትሕጐሱን ባህ ክትብሉን ኢኹም እሞ፡ ኣብቲ ስቓይ ክርስቶስ ሕቡራት
ካብ እትዀኑስ፡ ተሐጐሱ ደኣ።
Revelation 21:4
He will wipe every tear from their eyes. There will be no more death or mourning or crying or
pain, for the old order of things has passed away.

ራእይ ዮሐንስ 21:4
ኣምላኽ ከኣ ንብዘሎ ንብዓት ካብ ኣዒንቶም ኪደርዝ እዩ። እቲ ቐዳማይ ሐሊፉ እዩ እሞ፡ ድሕሪ
ደጊም ሞት ኣይኪኸውንን፡ ድሕሪ ደጊምውን ሓዘን፡ ወይ ጫውጫው፡ ወይ ጻዕሪ ኣይኪኸውንን እዩ፡
I gave thanks for you when I heard of your faith in the Lord Jesus.

Your life exhibits the grace He has shown you.

We encourage you to take advantage of every opportunity to tell others about Jesus.

We love you and your family. We are praying for you, your family, and your guards.

My heart rejoices that you are strong in the Lord.

I pray your witness will lead many to Jesus.

I thank God for your love of Chirst.

You are fighting a good fight. May you keep the faith and finish the race.

May those who persecute you see Jesus in your life.

You are counted worthy to suffer for His name.

I pray you feel the arms of our Lord surrounding you.

Keep looking to Jesus, our only hope of heaven.

I pray you will feel the presence of Christ with you today.

The Lord is your shepherd and He will be with you.

The fields are ripe for harvest. I pray you bring in many.

Blessed are you in the eyes of the Lord.

I thank God for your faithfulness.

Let Jesus continue to guide your steps to eternal life.

When one part of the body suffers the whole body suffers. Many Chrisitians around the world
are standing with you.

I pray the eyes, ears and hearts of those who persecute you may open to Jesus.

Thank you for suffering with Jesus.

My prayers are with you as you endure the fellowship of suffering.

May your light reveal the truth to those around you.

Your present trials proclaim your faith.

Our Lord is with you even where you are.
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